




This book presents the new al2 collection for 2024, where new 
designs and new collaborations were made. 

This year al2 added two new italian designers in its portfolio, 
Antonio Facco and Simone Ciarmoli &Miguel Queda. 

The new collection includes products for the dining and living area, 
adding innovative and fresh designs to its portfolio. 
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Echo Dining Table

Design by Antonio Facco

Harmonizing design with nature, achieving an elegant and authen-
tic synthesis. The legs, crafted to resemble smoothed and weath-
ered monoliths, confirm an artistic interpreta- tion of natural ele-

ments, blending simplicity and beauty by combining the strength 
of stones with human creativity.
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Eterna Cabinet

Design by Antonio Facco

A dialogue between materials and forms that is confirmed in the 
refined elegance of the details. An extremely versatile piece de-
signed to harmonize with different spaces and styles. A timeless 

design with a modular system that fits to any space.
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Clara Chair

Design by SImone Ciarmoli & Miguel 
Queda

Minimal retro elegance, oak and walnut structure, geometric lines 
that soften as they curve under the upholstered seat, like the dy-

namic light backrest that marks the modern balance of the piece 
with a design spirit.
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Bonet Sofa

Design by SImone Ciarmoli & Miguel 
Queda

Modular, sculptural and compact units, soft and welcoming, with 
glimmers of light and cilyndrical cushions, having a global allure 
capable of seamlessly integrating with a a lot of class, in both 

casual and formal settings.
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Bonet lounge chair



Telmo Side table

Design by SImone Ciarmoli & Miguel 
Queda

Side table in total lacquer that works as a “pasepartout” and can 
be used in different spaces. It is available in more than 20 different 
finishes and can be used as a coffee table, as a reading table or 

as a table for decorative objects. 
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Dakry art Table

Design by al2 Lab

Crafted with architectural elegance and premium quality, 
blending luxury marquetry with avant-garde radial motifs, 
complemented by two columns at its base. A design that 
radiates a bold personality through geometric simplicity, 
delivering a unique and unmistakable artistic statement.
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